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4 March to  

4 June

Major works at Carstairs will impact all services on 
West Coast Mainline North and parts of Scotland.

From Saturday 4 March until Sunday  
4 June, major works will take place  
at Carstairs to allow Network Rail  
to upgrade track, signalling and 
overhead line equipment. The work will 
be completed in three phases, each with 
a di�erent train and bus plan. There is 
also other planned engineering works 
taking place on the WCML so customers 
are advised to ‘check before they travel’.

The most disruptive stage is Phase 1 (4 March 
to 19 March, and weekends throughout) 
where trains cannot run via any route at 
Carstairs. This will have a significant impact 
on all operators’ services on the WCML, as 
well as between Glasgow and Edinburgh 
via Midcalder Junction. Rail replacement 
bus services will provide key links between 
Scotland and England, supplemented by 
diverted rail services.

This document contains an overview of the  
phases and the arrangements in place.
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PROJECT FOOTPRINT

PROJECT OUTCOMES
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Carstairs Junction is complex and requires regular maintenance work. Speed restrictions 
are often imposed which have a detrimental impact on customers’ journeys and operational 
performance. This investment focuses on making improvements to what matters most to 
customers and freight operators – targeting improvements in punctuality, reduction in overall 
journey times and improvement of infrastructure reliability.

The renewed track, signalling and overhead electrification will improve punctuality, 
infrastructure reliability, and line speeds on the West Coast Mainline and routes between 
Glasgow and Edinburgh via Carstairs. The new flexible layout will also include a loop to 
accommodate freight trains and will be the biggest in Scotland at 775 metres long.

The works will facilitate the removal of a 50mph temporary speed restriction, enabling line 
speeds of 90mph, in addition, the new layout permits more simultaneous parallel moves 
(train paths) and faster speeds over the complex junctions. Other modernisations include a 
new power supply which allows NR to switch o� the overhead lines remotely to carry out 
maintenance more e�ciently, reducing the amount of time the railway is closed.
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Avanti West Coast

TransPennine Express

ScotRail

CrossCountry

Not to scale. Not all stations shown.
Northern, LNER & Caledonian Sleeper services 

excluded. CrossCountry buses not shown.
Not all ScotRail routes and services shown.Replacement Bus
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* Other weekend engineering works on
the WCML significantly alter this plan

Phase 2
20 March to 23 April

Phase 1
4 March to 19 March
and all weekends until 4 June*

Phase 3
24 April to 4 June

Key

* AWC services reverse at Midcalder Junction
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PHASE 1 ALTERATIONS 

From 4 March to 19 March all routes through Carstairs are blocked. The same possession 
footprint also applies at weekends from 4 March until 4 June.

Some operators’ services are impacted in the same way during all three phases - see Page 7.

There is also other planned engineering works taking place at weekends on the WCML which 
impacts TPE’s services between Carlisle and Manchester/Liverpool. Customers are advised to 
‘check before they travel’.

Highlander and Lowlander services divert via the East Coast Mainline.

Services from Manchester Airport will run as far as Carlisle where they will 
terminate. Services from Liverpool will terminate at Oxenholme. 

Rail replacement will operate on the following routes:
-  Carlisle to Edinburgh (calling at Lockerbie only) – hourly
-  Lockerbie to Glasgow (calling at Motherwell only) – two hourly

Customers travelling to Glasgow should travel on an alternative Avanti 
West Coast service.

Mutual ticket acceptance is in place with Avanti West Coast to enable 
both operators’ customers to travel to Glasgow and Edinburgh on rail 
replacement and trains. Customers with open tickets may also use 
ScotRail services via the G&SW.

Services south of Preston will run as normal. One train per hour from 
London Euston will terminate at Carlisle, and the Euston via Birmingham 
service will terminate at Preston. A limited shuttle service will run between 
Carlisle and Glasgow Central via the Glasgow & Southwestern route. 

Rail replacement will operate between Carlisle and Glasgow. Combined 
with the G&SW shuttle, this forms an hourly service. Customers travelling 
to Edinburgh should travel on alternative TransPennine Express services.

Mutual ticket acceptance is in place with TransPennine Express to enable 
both operators’ customers to travel to Glasgow and Edinburgh on rail 
replacement and trains.
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PHASE 2 ALTERATIONS 

From 20 March to 23 April, the route to Edinburgh via Midcalder Junction is open, but other 
routes through Carstairs remain blocked. At weekends, the Phase 1 plan is repeated.

Some operators’ services are impacted in the same way during all three phases - see Page 7.

There is also other planned engineering works taking place at weekends on the WCML which 
impacts TPE’s services between Carlisle and Manchester/Liverpool. Customers are advised to 
‘check before they travel’.

Highlander services run as normal.  
Lowlander services divert via Shotts/Edinburgh and Midcalder Junction.

Services to Edinburgh from Manchester Airport run as normal.
Services to Glasgow Central terminate at Carlisle (from Manchester 
Airport) or Oxenholme (from Liverpool). 

Rail replacement will operate on the following routes:
-  Carlisle to Lockerbie – two hourly
-  Lockerbie to Glasgow (calling at Motherwell only) – two hourly

Customers travelling to Glasgow should travel on an alternative Avanti 
West Coast service.

Mutual ticket acceptance is in place with Avanti West Coast to enable 
both operators’ customers to travel to Glasgow and Edinburgh on rail 
replacement and trains. Customers with open tickets may also use 
ScotRail services via the G&SW.

Services south of Preston will run as normal. One train per hour from 
London Euston will run to Glasgow, reversing at Midcalder Junction. The 
Euston via Birmingham service will terminate at Preston.

Mutual ticket acceptance is in place with TransPennine Express to enable 
both operators’ customers to travel to Glasgow and Edinburgh on rail 
replacement and trains.
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PHASE 3 ALTERATIONS 

From 24 April to 4 June, routes to Edinburgh and Glasgow are open. The route between  
Station Junction and East Junction remains blocked. At weekends, the Phase 1 plan is repeated.

Some operators’ services are impacted in the same way during all three phases - see Page 7.

There is also other planned engineering works taking place at weekends on the WCML which 
impacts TPE’s services between Carlisle and Manchester/Liverpool. Customers are advised to 
‘check before they travel’.

Edinburgh services from Manchester Airport run as normal. Most services 
to Glasgow run as normal, with some terminating at Carlisle.

In some hours, rail replacement will operate on the following routes:
-  Carlisle to Lockerbie
-  Lockerbie to Glasgow (calling at Motherwell only)

Highlander services run as normal.  
Lowlander services divert via Shotts/Edinburgh and Midcalder Junction.

Services run as normal.
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PHASE 1, 2 & 3 ALTERATIONS 

Some operators’ services are impacted the same way during all three phases, from 4 March to 
4 June, including weekends. This is due to the ‘north’ curve (between Carstairs Station Junction 
and Carstairs East Junction) being unavailable throughout.

Services between Glasgow and Edinburgh will divert via Shotts.

Rail replacement will operate between Motherwell and Edinburgh.

Services will terminate and Edinburgh and not run to Glasgow.

Rail replacement will operate between Motherwell and Edinburgh.

Services between Glasgow and Edinburgh via Carstairs are cancelled, 
excluding some peak time services which divert via Shotts. Customers 
from Carluke, Wishaw and Motherwell can use Lanark services.

Rail replacement will operate approximately every two hours between 
Carstairs, Carluke, and Fauldhouse where customers can connect onto 
services via Shotts.

Ticket acceptance is in place with Stuarts Coaches (Service 37 / 137) 
between Carstairs and Lanark.
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Phase 1 Only 

Carlisle <> Edinburgh  
(bus via Lockerbie)
2hrs 50mins

Carlisle <> Glasgow   
(AWC service, via G&SW)
2hrs 30mins (approx.)

Carlisle <> Glasgow  
(AWC bus, direct)
1hr 55mins

Phase 1 & 2 

Lockerbie <> Glasgow  
(bus via Motherwell)
1hr 45mins

Phase 2 Only 

Carlisle <> Glasgow  
(AWC service, via Midcalder)
1hr 55mins (approx.)

Carlisle <> Lockerbie  
(bus, direct)
40mins

Outside the main station entrance. Customers should follow the 
directional signage and additional colleagues will be on hand to help.

Outside the station entrance at the turning head.

The furthest of the four new bus stops at the main station entrance.

Outside the main station entrance in the lay-by on Gordon Street. 

Outside the south station entrance on Market Street.

Journey times will be extended due to rail replacement and diverted rail services.  
Please advise customers to allow extra time to complete their journey. 

BUS PICK-UP POINTS

AMENDED JOURNEY TIMES

Carlisle

Lockerbie

Motherwell

Glasgow

Edinburgh


